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ABSTRACT
Swan Valley is a graben in eastern Idaho that formed by extension along the Grand Valley and Snake 

River faults and preserves a record of explosive rhyolitic volcanism sourced from the Yellowstone Pla-
teau and Heise volcanic fields, as well as locally sourced basaltic lavas. The Pleistocene Basalt of Antelope 
Flat intersected the South Fork of the Snake River and generated a temporary hyaloclastite dam. Previous 
workers proposed that the lava dam allowed for the accumulation of water that led to the generation of pa-
leo-Swan Lake. Although lacustrine deposits from paleo-Swan Lake have not been described or mapped, 
several-meters thick intercalated hyaloclastites and pillow lavas require the interaction between continued 
volcanism and standing water. In this work, we present new geochemical, geochronologic, and paleomag-
netic data to reinterpret the eruptive history of the basalts within the valley, estimate the volume and du-
ration to fill paleo-Swan Lake, and calculate incision rates of the Snake River through Quaternary basalts. 
Using geochemical and paleomagnetic data, we reinterpret deposits previously mapped as the Basalt of 
Antelope Flat as three temporally distinct units. The duration to fill paleo-Swan Lake is calculated as 12 to 
20 years. An absence of lacustrine deposits, shorelines, or other indicators of a lake environment led us to 
propose that shallow, marshy, wetland conditions existed locally to produce hydrovolcanic deposits char-
acteristic of the Basalt of Antelope Flat. We report a new 40Ar/39Ar age of 904 ± 11 ka (2σ) for the Basalt 
of Antelope Flat, which we use to determine an average incision rate of 0.014 cm/yr for the Snake River 
through Quaternary basalts. Our multi-method approach provides updated constraints to the eruptive and 
geomorphological history of southeastern Idaho.
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INTRODUCTION

The Snake River Plain-Yellowstone (SRP-Y) vol-
canic province is known for its time-transgressive cal-
dera-forming super-eruptions, numerous inter- and 
intra-caldera rhyolite domes, and voluminous basal-

tic lava flows that bury most older calderas (Chris-
tiansen, 2001). SRP-Y volcanic activity for the past 16 
million years spans southern Idaho and northwestern 
Wyoming. Volcanism and related tectonism are often 
attributed to the passage of North America over a sta-
tionary hotspot (Pierce and Morgan, 1992; Smith and 
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Braile, 1994; Camp, 1995), although small-scale upper 
mantle convection (Humphreys and others, 2000) or 
mantle return flow around the subducting Farallon slab 
remnant (James and others, 2011; Fouch, 2012) have 
also been proposed.

The rhyolitic products of the SRP-Y province have 
been intensely studied for their distribution, geochem-
istry (Hamilton, 1965; Christiansen and Blank, 1972; 
Christiansen, 1982, 2001), geochronology (e.g., Obra-
dovich, 1992; Rivera and others, 2017), super-eruption 
cycles (Christiansen and Blank, 1972; Christiansen, 
1982, 2001; Obradovich, 1992; Rivera and others, 2017), 
and rates of magmatic evolution (Rivera and others, 
2014, 2016, 2017; Matthews and others, 2015; Stelten 
and others, 2015; Troch and others, 2017; Shamloo and 
Till, 2019, 2021). Basaltic eruptions across the SRP-Y 
province have provided myriad insights into physical 
and chemical processes associated with lithospheric 
structure (e.g., Shervais and Hanan, 2008), melt gener-
ation and differentiation (e.g., Leeman, 1976; Hughes 
and others, 2002; Putrika and others, 2009; Rivera and 
others, 2021), and eruption characteristics (e.g., Gree-
ley, 1982; Kunz, 1982; Creighton, 1987). 

The interaction of Pleistocene basaltic lavas with 
water is preserved in areas of the Snake River Plain. 
Lavas have filled paleo-channels and dammed and di-
verted rivers, and rivers and flooding have incised deep 
canyons through these basalts. For example, the South 
Fork of the Boise River was dammed multiple times 
over a 2-million-year period (Howard and others, 1982) 
and basalts erupted from McKinney Butte dammed the 
Snake River near Bliss, Idaho, generating a lava del-
ta with abundant pillow basalts (Malde, 1971,1982). 
At American Falls, the 70 ka Cedar Butte lava flow 
dammed the Snake River; the lava dam led to the fill-
ing of American Falls Lake, which persisted until the 
Bonneville Flood (Scott and others, 1982). The Snake 
River Canyon and the Malad Gorge, both in the central 
Snake River Plain, are two examples of incised canyons 
that were carved by the downcutting of rivers (Lamb 
and others, 2014). 

Swan Valley is a graben in eastern Idaho that formed 
by extension along the Grand Valley and Snake River 
faults. The graben preserves a record of both explosive 

and effusive volcanism from the Yellowstone Plateau 
(0 to 2 Ma) and Heise (4.5 to 6.6 Ma) volcanic fields 
(figure 1), as well as locally sourced basaltic lavas. One 
of these local effusive eruptions is the Basalt of Ante-
lope Flat. Originally described by Hackett and Morgan 
(1988) as part of the Conant Valley volcanics, Dossett 
and others (2012) later divided the deposit into multiple 
facies including rim and canyon-filling subaerial facies, 
a dam complex facies, and a hyaloclastite facies. These 
observations led previous workers to propose that the 
Basalt of Antelope Flat dammed the channelized Snake 
River and impounded water upstream, producing a 
short-lived lake (Hackett and Morgan, 1988; Moore and 
Embree, 2016). Continued eruption of basalt allowed 
for the development of pillow lavas as flows entered the 
shallow standing water upstream and fluvial deposition 
continued downstream of the lava dam. Termed Swan 
Lake (Moore and Embree, 2016), this impoundment 
persisted for some unknown time until the dam was 
breached, causing the Snake River to divert its course 
and join a second drainage, which now forms the pres-
ent-day canyon. Swan Lake is hypothesized to extend 
nearly 50 km toward the southeast and occupy an area 
twice the size of the present-day Palisades Reservoir 
(Moore and Embree, 2016). 

In this contribution, we present a new 40Ar/39Ar 
eruption age, as well as geochemistry and paleomagnet-
ic data for the Basalt of Antelope Flat. With these data, 
we reinterpret the Quaternary geology of Swan Valley 
to (1) assess the eruptive history of basalts within the 
valley, (2) estimate the volume and fill rate for Swan 
Lake, and (3) calculate incision rates of the diverted 
Snake River through Quaternary basalts. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Planar- and cross-bedded hyaloclastite consists of 

juvenile sand-size, angular, dark brown glassy basalt 
fragments, with a weathered, burnt orange palagonit-
ic cement. Accidental clasts include quartz arenite, ve-
sicular basalt, and dense rhyolite cobbles and pebbles 
(Hackett and Morgan, 1988). Approximately 80 m of 
subaerial lavas, basal tuff breccias interpreted as mass 
wasting deposits from failure of water-saturated palago-
nite tuffs, cross-bedded laminated tuffs interpreted as 
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lacustrine deposits, and subaerial flows with pillow 
bases indicative of flow into shallow standing water, are 
present within the Swan Valley graben (Hackett and 
Morgan, 1988; Dossett and others, 2012; Moore and 
Embree, 2016). Poor sorting and the absence of bomb 
sags were interpreted as evidence for deposition as a 
sheet wash, rather than indicating proximal air-fall de-
posits (Hackett and Morgan, 1988). For this work, we 
sampled the Basalt of Antelope Flat dam complex and 
hyaloclastite facies (location 1 in figure 2). The dam 
complex lava (samples 16AF-1 and 17AF-2) is a dark 
gray, vesicular basalt (figure 3) with phenocrysts of ol-
ivine and plagioclase and minimal secondary mineral-

ization in the vesicles (figure 4). The hyaloclastite sam-
ple (17AF-3) consists of glassy brown to black sand-size 
basaltic fragments.  

Paleomagnetic Methods
Eleven 2.5-cm-diameter cores approximately 10 to 

15 cm in length were drilled from a single flow in the 
dam facies of the Basalt of Antelope Flat (sample 17AF-
2) on the northeast side of State Highway 26 in Idaho 
(43.4891° N, 111.4494° W). Cores were drilled using 
a gasoline-powered drill over 1 vertical m and several 
lateral meters of outcrop. Cores were oriented in situ 

Figure 1.  Location map of the Heise and Yellowstone volcanic fields in the eastern Snake River Plain (SRP), Idaho and 
northwestern Wyoming. Caldera boundaries are indicated by the dashed lines. Swan Valley is indicated by the star (detail is 
provided in figure 2). Inset map shows the calderas of the SRP resulting from hotspot-related volcanism. Base map generated 
from GeoMapApp; map modified from Bindeman and others (2007) and Watts and others (2011). Approximate locations 
(not to scale) of basaltic lavas discussed in text are denoted by M (Massacre Rocks State Park), H (Hell’s Half Acre), and W 
(Idaho National Laboratory drill core WO-2). 
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using a magnetic compass. The cores were cut into 10 
cm3 specimens and the freshest specimens from each 
sample were used for analysis at the Utah Paleomagnet-
ic Center at the University of Utah. The natural rema-
nent magnetism (NRM) of each 10 cm3 core specimen 
was measured using an AGICO JR6A spinner magne-
tometer operating in the fast, six-position automatic 
mode. The NRM was demagnetized along the x, y, and 
z axes using alternating fields in steps from 5 mT to 300 
mT (as required by specimen) with a minimum of 14 
steps using a Magnon 300 Alternating Field Demagne-

tizer. Measurement was stopped when the specimens 
retained <10% of their original magnetic intensity.

40Ar/39Ar Dating Methods
Bulk rock of the Basalt of Antelope Flat (sample 

16AF-1) was crushed, milled, and sieved to the 180 to 
250 μm fraction at the University of Wisconsin-Madi-
son. This fraction was purified using a combination of 
magnetic separation and handpicking to ensure a phe-
nocryst-free groundmass. Groundmass was irradiated 
for three hours with the Alder Creek Rhyolite sanidine 

Figure 2.  Location of Swan Valley and sampling sites of the Basalt of Antelope Flat and other lavas discussed in this text. 
Lava flow, coordinates, and other data are provided in table 2. The star symbol is the sampling location for original data 
presented here; ovals are sampling locations of Anders and others (1989); hexagons are sampling locations of Dossett and 
others (2012). Pine Creek Bench (PCB) is the area enclosed by the broken line. The downthrown sides of the Snake River and 
Grand Valley faults are indicated by the ball and stick. Fault locations, vent, and distribution of the Basalt of Antelope Flat 
are approximate. Extent of the basalt is interpreted from the geologic map, cross sections, and well logs of Dossett and others 
(2012). Base map generated from Google Earth.
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standard at Oregon State University in the Cadmi-
um-Lined in-Core Irradiation Tube (CLICIT) facility. 
Upon return, argon isotopic analyses were conducted 
using a 60W CO2 laser and a Nu Instruments Noblesse 
multi-collector mass spectrometer following the pro-
cedures of Jicha and others (2016). Analyses of the Al-
der Creek Rhyolite sanidine were conducted as single 
crystal fusion experiments, whereas the groundmass of 
the Basalt of Antelope Flat was analyzed by incremental 
heating. Ages are reported relative to an Alder Creek 
Rhyolite sanidine standard age of 1.1864 Ma (Rivera 
and others, 2013; Jicha and others, 2016) and decay 
constants of Min and others (2000). Uncertainties are 
reported at 2σ and include the error contribution from 
the irradiation parameter J, unless otherwise indicated.

Geochemistry Methods
Geochemical analyses were performed on dense, 

fresh, crushed whole rock powder made from the dam 
complex facies sample 17AF-2, whereas hand-picked 
glassy fragments of the hyaloclastite were used for anal-
ysis of sample 17AF-3. All analyses were conducted at 
the Peter Hooper GeoAnalytical Lab at Washington 
State University. Major and minor element analyses 
were conducted by X-ray fluorescence (XRF) whereas 
trace and rare earth elements were conducted by induc-
tively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (ICPMS). 

RESULTS

Paleomagnetic Results
All 11 Basalt of Antelope Flat core specimens exhib-

ited similar demagnetization behavior. A consistent and 
well-defined characteristic remanent magnetization 
(ChRM) is evident after a steep downward direction 
was removed between 5 and 10 mT; the ChRM is south-

Figure 3.  Outcrop of the Basalt of Antelope Flat (location 1 on figure 2). (A) Google Earth image of the road cut with the 
dam complex and hyaloclastite facies indicated. (B) Palagonitic to glassy hyaloclastite capped by the dam complex facies. (C) 
Dark gray to black vesicular Basalt of Antelope Flat dam complex facies.
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west and up and decays toward the origin of orthogonal 
vector plots (table 1; appendix). We interpret the low 
coercivity downward component as a recent magnetic 
overprint and the ChRM as the primary magnetization 
acquired at the time of eruption. Directions from 8 of 
the 11 specimens were used to determine the site mean 
direction. Three specimens were excluded due to out-
lying declination directions (figure 5). The remaining 
eight specimens cluster tightly and clearly indicate a re-
verse polarity ChRM direction fit by principal compo-
nent analysis (PCA; Kirschvink, 1980). The Fisher mean 
direction is an inclination of -36.5° and a declination 
of 247.3° (α95 = 3.3°, κ = 287.6; figure 5, table 1). The 
site mean direction differs from the time-averaged di-
pole direction at this site, but this can be explained by 
secular variation of the geomagnetic field at the time of 
eruption. Importantly, a single lava flow is not expected 
to record a time-averaged direction. The magnetic po-
larity recorded by the Basalt of Antelope Flat is unam-
biguously reversed.

40Ar/39Ar Dating Results
Two incremental heating experiments of ground-

mass from the Basalt of Antelope Flat (sample 16AF-1) 

produced plateaus with >75% of the 39ArK released. Pla-
teau-defining steps are presented in blue (figure 6); steps 
excluded from the plateau age are presented in white. 
Plateaus were achieved with 9 out of 12 heating steps 
in the first analysis and 5 out of 11 heating steps in the 
second analysis. The first experiment yielded a plateau 
age of 893 ± 18 ka (2σ, including J; figure 6A). The sec-
ond experiment yielded a plateau age of 910 ± 14 ka (2σ, 
including J; figure 6B). Combining the ages of the two 
experiments yields a weighted mean age of 904 ± 11 ka 
(2σ, including J). Full analytical data are provided in the 
appendix. 

Geochemical Results
The Basalt of Antelope Flat has a SiO2 content of 

about 48 weight percent (wt.%) and total alkali content 
(Na2O + K2O) of about 3 wt.%, thus placing the sample 
within the field of “basalt” on a total alkali versus sili-
ca diagram (Le Bas and others, 1986). Figure 7 shows 
major element oxides and selected trace element con-
centrations (parts per million [ppm]) for the Basalt of 
Antelope Flat dam and hyaloclastite facies in compar-
ison to several other basalts of the eastern Snake River 
Plain (ESRP) region. The hyaloclastite glass has slightly 

Specimen Number Demagnetization Steps N MAD Ig Dg
17AF2.1 40-150 mT 7 2.8 -26.9 229.0
17AF2.2 40-175 mT 8 2.9 -35.0 246.9
17AF2.3 80-275 mT 9 8.9 -33.4 250.6
17AF2.4 40-250 mT 10 3.6 -37.9 254.4
17AF2.5 40-250 mT 10 3.2 -34.5 244.6
17AF2.6 50-200 mT 8 4.7 -40.3 243.9
17AF2.7 50-200 mT 8 4.1 -36.8 243.3
17AF2.8 80-175 mT 5 8.9 -37.0 254.5
17AF2.9 50-225 mT 9 3.1 -36.6 240.2
17AF2.10 50-225 mT 9 4.1 -35.6 271.4
17AF2.11 50-175 mT 7 4.0 -31.2 267.5

Table 1. Site 17AF2 – Antelope Flats (43.489239°N, 111.449723°W). Demagnetization steps, mean angular deviation 
(MAD) of the Characteristic Remanent Magnetization (ChRM) fit, declination (Dg), and inclination (Ig) of 11 analyses of 
the Basalt of Antelope Flat. N: number of consecutive demagnetization steps used to define the ChRM.
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lower SiO2, Al2O3, CaO, and total alkali relative to the 
dam facies. It also had a higher volatile concentration 
as measured by “loss on ignition,” which may be due 
to the inclusion of some hydrated palagonitic glass in 
the sample during handpicking. Full analytical data are 
provided in the appendix.

DISCUSSION

Geochemistry
We compare the composition of our sample of the 

Basalt of Antelope Flat to several suites of Snake Riv-
er Plain basalts (figures 1 and 7). The Idaho National 
Lab (INL) WO-2 drill core sampled basalt lavas at depth 
with ages that range from about 0.2 to about 2.3 Ma 
(Shervais and others, 1994). Hell’s Half Acre is located 
within the ESRP, and is geographically closer to Swan 
Valley, but the lavas are substantially younger than the 
Basalt of Antelope Flat (14C age of 5200 ± 150 years be-
fore present as of Kuntz and others, 1986). The 6.3 Ma 
(Armstrong and others, 1975) basalts of the Massacre 
Volcanics erupted along the southern margin of the 

Figure 4.  Basalt of Antelope Flat dam complex facies (sample 17AF-2) in thin section. All images are in cross-polarized light. 
(A) Vesicular basalt. (B, C, D) Glomerocrysts of olivine and plagioclase laths set in a fine-grained groundmass. Scale bar in 
B, C, and D is 500 micrometers; ves: vesicle, glom: glomerocryst, ol: olivine, plag: plagioclase, gm: groundmass.
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fault-bounded ESRP. Our samples are geochemically 
most similar to the temporally equivalent lavas encoun-
tered at depth within the INL core (figure 7). Although 
SRP lavas are notorious for their elevated P2O5 contents 
(e.g., Leeman, 1982), as demonstrated in the young la-
vas at Hell's Half Acre, the Basalt of Antelope Flat does 
not show the elevated P2O5 at similar SiO2 contents. 
Furthermore, the Basalt of Antelope Flat has elevated 
TiO2, Sr, and Zr but lower MgO relative to the basalts 
of the Massacre Volcanics, thus making them dissimilar 
to this older suite of basaltic lavas. These geochemical 
variations may signify derivation from different mantle 
source regions or may be indicative of processes such 
as fractional crystallization or assimilation of country 
rock occurring at shallow depths prior to eruption. The 
petrogenetic processes governing the chemical variabil-
ity are beyond the scope of this work. 

Basalt Flows of the Swan Valley Graben
The Swan Valley graben has three prominent areas 

where basaltic lavas are present (figures 2 and 8; Dossett 
and others, 2012). The northwesternmost area is Ante-
lope Flat, which is dominated by the Basalt of Antelope 
Flat and is bound by the Snake River on its eastern side. 
At a similar elevation, Pine Creek Bench is dissected by 
the Snake River on the west and by Pine Creek across 
the center of the bench. Here, the 4.0 Ma Basalt of Swan 
Valley and a paleocanyon-filling facies of the Basalt of 
Antelope Flat are exposed near the mouth of Pine Creek 
Canyon, where Pine Creek joins the Snake River (An-
ders and others, 1989; Dossett and others, 2012). The 
paleocanyon facies may contain three to five different 
flow units (Dossett and others, 2012). The dam, rim, 
and hyaloclastite facies of the Basalt of Antelope Flat 
are prominent at the confluence between Pine Creek 
Bench and Antelope Flat. The rim facies is character-
ized by columnar jointing and pillow bases. The 4.0-Ma 
Basalt of Swan Valley is also exposed here (Dossett and 
others, 2012). Swan Valley is the topographically lower 
area to the southeast of Pine Creek Bench (figures 2 and 
9). Although previous workers have identified different 
facies of the Basalt of Antelope Flat (Dossett and oth-
ers, 2012), we use the geochemical and paleomagnetic 
results to reinterpret some of these facies. Our results 
suggest that the paleocanyon-filling facies and the pil-
low-bearing rim facies on Pine Creek Bench are distinct 
lava flows, unrelated to the eruption of the Basalt of An-
telope Flat. 

In figures 7 and 9, we compare our geochemical 
and paleomagnetic analyses to other basalt samples 
from Antelope Flat and Pine Creek Bench (Anders and 
others, 1989; Dossett and others, 2012). Our sample is 
geochemically most similar to basalts sampled at loca-
tions 2 and 4 (figure 8). Our site mean direction of the 
cored dam complex facies is indistinguishable from site 
results obtained at locations 3 and 4 (figures 8 and 9). 
We thus conclude that samples collected from locations 
1 through 4 are the Basalt of Antelope Flat.

The lavas sampled at locations 5 and 8 (figure 8) are 
geochemically distinct from the Basalt of Antelope Flat, 
with lower SiO2 and MgO, and elevated FeOT, P2O5, and 

Figure 5.  Stereonet of site mean direction, expected dipole 
direction, and the International Geomagnetic Reference 
Field (IGRF) direction for June 2017 when sample 17AF-2 
was obtained. 
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TiO2 (figure 7). These lavas are present at the mouth of 
Pine Creek Canyon and on the eastern side of the Snake 
River Canyon, separated from Antelope Flat, which is 
west of the Snake River (figure 8). Furthermore, their 
paleomagnetic site mean directions are distinct from 
the Basalt of Antelope Flat, and each other. These vari-
ations lead us to conclude that samples collected from 
sites 5 through 10 do not represent the Basalt of An-
telope Flat. We further conclude from the paleomag-
netic results of Anders and others (1989) and Dossett 
and others (2012) that basalt samples from locations 5 
and 6 represent one lava flow that is geochemically sim-
ilar to, but temporally distinct from, a second lava flow 
sampled at sites 7 through 10. A possible, and we argue 
parsimonious, explanation for the distinct site mean 
directions at locations 5 and 6 compared to locations 
7 through 10 is geomagnetic secular variation during 
the Matuyama Reversal, which could be tested with 
new radioisotopic dates of these lavas. Alternatively, slip 
along an unmapped structure between the two location 
groups could explain the different site mean directions, 
but our current knowledge of the local geology does not 
support this interpretation.

Well logs presented by Dossett and others (2012) 
provide additional evidence for multiple flows. Al-
though they grouped all Quaternary basalts into the Ba-
salt of Antelope Flat and assigned different flow facies, 
the well logs show significantly thicker lava (about 120 
m) on Pine Creek Bench, and thinner basalt (15 to 30 

m) along the Snake River Canyon. The thickness of the 
lavas in Pine Creek Canyon was interpreted as the Basalt 
of Antelope Flat filling a paleochannel, which allowed 
for the accumulation of the thick lava (Moore and Em-
bree, 2016). However, geochemical and paleomagnetic 
evidence suggest that the lava in Pine Creek Canyon is 
not the Basalt of Antelope Flat. Thus, we conclude that 
there are at least four distinct basaltic lavas within the 
Swan Valley graben (figure 8 and table 2): 

1. The Basalt of Antelope Flat, with an eruption age 
of 900 ka, dammed the Snake River and produced 
the hyaloclastite and associated subaerial lavas. This 
lava is sampled at locations 1 through 4 and includes 
samples collected in this work and by Dossett and 
others (2012). 

2. Pine Creek Basalt 1 corresponds to locations 5 
and 6 sampled by Dossett and others (2012). These 
lavas share similar site mean magnetic directions, 
which are distinct from the other lavas discussed 
here. These lavas are undated. 

3. Pine Creek Basalt 2 corresponds to locations 7 
through 10 sampled by Anders and others (1989) 
and Dossett and others (2012). These lavas share 
similar site mean magnetic directions, which are 
distinct from Pine Creek Basalt 1 and the Basalt of 
Antelope Flat. The lava sampled at location 10 was 
dated by K/Ar to 1.5 ± 0.8 Ma (Anders and others, 

Figure 6.  40Ar/39Ar incremental 
heating analyses of groundmass 
from Basalt of Antelope Flat 
(sample 16AF-1). Open boxes are 
steps excluded from the calcula-
tion of the plateau age. MSWD: 
mean square weighted deviate, 
prob.: probability, n/N: number 
of steps included/total number of 
steps.
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1989) and was later assigned to the Basalt of An-
telope Flat paleocanyon-filling facies (Dossett and 
others, 2012). Here, we interpret Pine Creek Basalt 
2 as distinct from the Basalt of Antelope Flat.

4. Finally, the sample collected at location 11 is a ba-
salt flow that must be older than 2.08 Ma because it 

underlies the Huckleberry Ridge Tuff. Its composi-
tion is characterized by elevated SiO2 and MgO, and 
lower total alkalis, P2O5, and TiO2. This basalt has 
been termed the Basalt of Swan Valley (Dossett and 
others, 2012) and was dated by K/Ar to 4.0 ± 1.0 Ma 
(Anders and others, 1989). 

Figure 7. Bivariate plots of selected major element oxides (wt.%) and trace element concentrations (ppm). Data for Basalt of 
Antelope Flat (BAF) dam facies and hyaloclastite are from this study. Samples from Dossett and others (2012) are the same 
as those featured in figures 2 and 8. Other Snake River Plain basalt chemistry is from Massacre Rocks (Trimble and others, 
1976), Hell’s Half Acre (Karlo, 1977), an INL drill core (Shervais and others, 1994), and downloaded via NAVDAT (www.
navdat.org). Locations are provided in figure 1. 
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Paleo-Swan Lake
Calculations of Area, Volume, and the Duration 
to Fill

The proposed paleo-Swan Lake occupied the area 
from the lava dam (sampling site 1 in figure 2) south-
east through Swan Valley and may have included the 
area occupied by present-day Palisades Reservoir, thus 
occupying approximately twice the area of the modern 
reservoir (Moore and Embree, 2016). Our sample lo-
cation, which records the transition from a lacustrine 
to subaerial environment, marks the surface of the pa-
leo-lake at an elevation of about 1707 m. Using the Goo-
gle Earth measuring tool to define the area of a polygon, 
we use the 1707-m contour to trace the area of the pa-
leo-lake from the lava dam to the eastern edge of the 
Palisades Reservoir. Using this method, our estimated 
area of Swan Lake is 145 km2. This maximum area (and 
consequently, the maximum volume calculated below) 
assumes that the present-day topography is unchanged 
by erosion or subsidence from the time of eruption of 
the Basalt of Antelope Flat at about 900 ka. Next, we use 
the surface elevation of the valley to represent the lake 

floor (1607 m). Using our estimated area and elevations, 
we determined that the volume of Swan Lake was about 
14.5 km3. For comparison, this is approximately the vol-
ume of Yellowstone Lake in Yellowstone National Park. 

To calculate the amount of time required to fill Swan 
Lake, we used the annual mean of monthly discharge 
rates of the Snake River from U.S. Geological Survey 
gauging stations upstream from Palisades Reservoir in 
two man-made dam-influenced locations: Flagg Ranch, 
Wyoming and near Moran, Wyoming. The calculated 
mean discharge at the Flagg Ranch station is 24.8 m3/s, 
but is 40.5 m3/s near Moran (appendix). The duration to 
fill can be calculated by dividing the volume by the flow 
rate: we calculate the duration to fill the estimated about 
14.5 km3 with an input of 24.8 m3/s and 40.5 m3/s was 
approximately 12 to 20 years. 

This conceptual model assumes that the lava dam 
was built instantaneously, relative to the time of forma-
tion, yet field evidence indicates that the dam formed 
incrementally: subaerial lavas are interbedded with hy-
aloclastite, and hyaloclastite deposits are about 60 m 
thick (Dossett and others, 2010). Our simplified model 
also assumes that present-day discharge rates along the 

Figure 8. Interpreted distribu-
tion of the Basalt of Antelope 
Flat, Pine Creek Basalt 1, and 
Pine Creek Basalt 2 based on 
geochemistry, paleomagne-
tism, and unit thicknesses in 
well logs. The Basalt of Ante-
lope Flat has a geochemical and 
paleomagnetic signature that 
is distinct from the Pine Creek 
Basalts. The contact between 
PCB1 and PCB2 is not defined 
by geologic mapping. 
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Snake River are similar to those at 0.9 Ma, and assumes 
a constant bottom depth for Swan Lake, rather than us-
ing an integrated bottom depth over the length of the 
lake to account for the slope of the lakeshore and ir-
regularities in the paleotopography of the valley floor. 
Furthermore, our model assumes that the lava dam was 
completely sealed and no leakage occurred from the 
base or sides of the lava dam. If, however, the lava dam 
leaked, then the input from the Snake River into Swan 
Lake must have been greater than the leakage from the 
dam for the water to become deep enough for pillow la-
vas to form. Pillow lavas are characteristic of the ocean 
floor, but they are also prevalent in lacustrine systems 
or shallow marine settings, and they have been docu-
mented in other lava-dammed temporary lakes in Ida-
ho (e.g., Malde, 1971; Howard and others, 1982) and 
in the Grand Canyon, Arizona (e.g., Crow and others, 
2015). Hackett and Morgan (1989) note that individu-
al flows of the Basalt of Antelope Flat grade from basal 

pillow lavas upward to subaerial pahoehoe, which led 
them to conclude that the water body was only a few 
meters deep. Thus, it is feasible that pillow lavas could 
develop in a relatively shallow Swan Lake that formed 
when the Snake River backed up within the small can-
yon around the southwest side of Pine Creek Bench into 
Conant Valley; this would produce the depth needed to 
generate the observed pillow lavas. No lacustrine sedi-
ments, shorelines, Pleistocene tufa, or fossils have been 
recognized in Swan Valley that would indicate longevity 
of paleo-Swan Lake. We conclude this suggests that the 
lake was dammed, filled, and drained relatively quickly. 

Water in shallow ponds may also provide sufficient 
depth for isolated pillow lavas to develop, such as the 
pillow lavas at Tabernacle Hill, in west-central Utah 
(Hintz, 2008). There, the existence of pillow lavas inter-
bedded with tufa and the presence of other phreatomag-
matic deposits led Hintz (2008) away from the hypoth-
esis of the basalts interacting with Lake Bonneville and 

Figure 2 location Latitude (˚N) Longitude (˚E) Geochemistry Paleomagnetism Dating
Basalt of Antelope Flat
1 43.4892 -111.4497 17AF-2, 17AF-3 17AF-2 16AF-1; Ar/Ar
2 43.4867 -111.4341 SR-Post H
3 43.6014 -111.5777 SRTR11
4 43.5907 -111.6108 SF-1 SFP1
4 43.5905 -111.6114 SFP2
Pine Creek Basalt 1
5 43.5201 -111.3370 SR-6 10P05
6 43.4489 -111.3795 10P04
Pine Creek Basalt 2
7 43.6025 -111.6439 SRWF11
8 43.6057 -111.5086 SR-12 10P03
9 PCB1
10 PCB3 K/Ar
Pre-Huckleberry Ridge Tuff (>2.08 Ma)
11 43.4867 -111.4341 SR-Pre H

Table 2. Sample location coordinates, corresponding location on figure 2, and sample identifiers for geochemical and pa-
leomagnetic analyses. Samples are compiled from this study, Anders and others (1989), and Dossett and others (2012). No 
coordinates were provided for locations 9 and 10. Sample 16AF-1 was dated in this study; sample PCB3 was dated by the K/
Ar method (Anders and others, 1989).
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instead toward the interpretation of interaction with 
pluvial waters. We propose that the interaction of the 
Basalt of Antelope Flat with the Snake River produced a 
hyaloclastite dam, which allowed for marsh-like condi-
tions and subsequent formation of pillow lavas in sub-
aerial (rather than subaqueous) waters. 

Draining Swan Lake

Moore and Embree (2016) proposed that the lava 
dam was breached and the water accumulated in Swan 
Lake incised the present-day canyon that diverts the 
Snake River to the east of Antelope Flat (figure 8). If 
Swan Lake drained catastrophically through the mod-
ern-day canyon, then we expect to find flood deposits 
such as scoured bedrock, dry waterfalls, or watermelon 
boulders. The lack of these deposits, and the absence 
of shorelines, delta deposits, or sediments and fossils 
observed as remnants of other Snake River Plain la-
va-dammed lakes supports our hypothesis of a tempo-
rary wetlands or marsh-like environment at the inter-
face between the dam and the Snake River.

In our interpretation, we predict the geometry of 
the lava dam as shown in figure 10, where the lava dam 
blocked the area bounded by the hyaloclastite facies 
deposits on either side of the modern Snake River. As 
waters rose, the lava dam was breached on the south-

eastern side, where the Snake River is adjacent to the 
eastern canyon wall. As the hyaloclastite dam failed 
from river incision, the Snake River began to carve a 
path through the Basalt of Antelope Flat and under-
lying volcanic and sedimentary units. Following dam 
failure, the Snake River diverted its course to the east, 
joining with Pine Creek. From this location, the Snake 
River now cuts a canyon through about 120 m of rock 
and sediment, comprising the Basalt of Antelope Flat, 
Pine Creek Basalt 2, the Huckleberry Ridge Tuff, Ceno-
zoic–Quaternary gravels, and is currently incising the 
4.0 Ma Basalt of Swan Valley (Anders and others, 1989; 
Dossett and others, 2012). Optically stimulated lumi-
nescence (OSL) dating of a river terrace 5 to 10 m above 
the modern river suggests that the terrace is about 60 ka 
(Bufe and others, 2017), and thus that the canyon was 
largely incised between the eruption of the Basalt of An-
telope Flat and 60 ka. Using our new age for the Basalt 
of Antelope Flat, the 60 ka minimum age for canyon 
completion and the present-day canyon depth of 120 m, 
we calculate an average incision rate for the Snake Riv-
er of 0.014 cm/yr between 900 and 60 ka. We envision 
that incision was faster following dam failure (due to 
higher stream power provided by the impounded water, 
abundance of bed load from dam failure, and an over-
all wetter climate) and has slowed over time. Our cal-
culated incision rate is consistent with rates previously 
calculated for this section of the Snake River from 60 ka 
to present (Bufe and others, 2017). However, it is low-
er than rates calculated for sections of the Snake River 
where incision rates may be enhanced by movement 
along normal faults of the Grand Valley fault system 
(Tuzlak and others, 2021). 

CONCLUSIONS
Snake River Plain volcanism provides geomorphic 

information about landscape evolution beyond that as-
sociated with the migration of North America over the 
Yellowstone hotspot. The work presented here reports 
geochemical, geochronological, and paleomagnetic data 
from the Basalt of Antelope Flat in Swan Valley, Idaho. 
From these data, we evaluated the eruptive history and 
interaction with the Snake River within the Swan Valley 
graben. Paired geochemical and paleomagnetic signa-

Figure 9. Site mean directions for the Basalt of Antelope Flat 
sampled in this study (location 1) with paleomagnetic re-
sults from Dossett and others (2012) and Anders and others 
(1989). Note the strong correlation between our results and 
those from locations 3 and 4. Two additional distinct flows 
are identified: one flow sampled at locations 5 and 6; and a 
second flow sampled at locations 7 through 10. Sample iden-
tifiers correspond to locations in figure 2 and table 2.
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tures of basalts exposed in Swan Valley demonstrate that 
there are four distinct lavas within Swan Valley: the Basalt 
of Swan Valley (4.0 Ma), Pine Creek Basalt 1 (undated), 
Pine Creek Basalt 2 (1.5 Ma), and the Basalt of Antelope 
Flat (0.9 Ma). The 904 ± 11 ka Basalt of Antelope Flat 
dammed the South Fork of the Snake River, evidenced 
by alternating layers of hyaloclastite and dense, subaerial 
lava at the dam site. Impounded water behind the dam 
resulted in a temporary marsh-like environment, rath-
er than a long-lived lacustrine environment. When the 
hyaloclastite dam was breached, the course of the Snake 
River was diverted eastward, joining Pine Creek and 
carving the present-day canyon. We calculate an aver-
age incision rate through the South Fork of the Snake 
River canyon of 0.014 cm/yr for the period between 900 
and 60 ka, which is consistent with, albeit slightly higher 
than, rates calculated from 60 ka to present. This rate is 
less than those calculated for other sections of the Snake 
River where incision may be influenced by movement 
along the Grand Valley fault system. 
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Ar results

		Complete 40Ar/39Ar results for incremental heating analyses of Basalt of Antelope Flat

		Sample: 		16AF-1				J-value:		?0.0008085		± 0.0000014		(2σ)

		Material: 		groundmass

				Laser 		40Ar		± 2σ40		39Ar		±2σ39		37Ar		± 2σ37		36Ar		± 2σ36														Included in 

		File		Power (%)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		40Ar*/39ArK		± 2σ		%40Ar*		Age (ka)		± 2σ (ka)		K/Ca		wtd. mean

		NAF4618		3.3		?63907		± 44		?25076		± 44		?58819		± 469		?178.36		± 2.65		??0.611030		± 0.031815		??23.94		904		± 47		0.18		ü

		NAF4621		3.8		?54563		± 39		?21836		± 39		?64203		± 503		?153.92		± 2.51		0.627574		± 0.034550		??25.06		929		± 51		0.15		ü

		NAF4624		4.5		?69565		± 42		?26185		± 45		?93490		± 711		?204.49		± 2.65		??0.608574		± 0.030567		??22.85		900		± 45		0.12		ü

		NAF4627		5.2		?85628		± 44		?28797		± 47		?125086		± 934		?264.60		± 3.20		??0.575090		± 0.033539		??19.28		851		± 50		0.10		ü

		NAF4630		6		?92606		± 46		?31734		± 51		?145117		± 1074		?283.65		± 3.42		??0.612773		± 0.032571		??20.93		907		± 48		0.09		ü

		NAF4633		6.8		?91034		± 49		?29957		± 50		?151538		± 1141		?284.46		± 3.60		??0.605599		± 0.036387		??19.86		896		± 54		0.08		ü

		NAF4636		7.8		?110540		± 54		?31802		± 49		?188731		± 1386		?359.08		± 4.13		??0.576215		± 0.039308		??16.51		853		± 58		0.07		ü

		NAF4639		9		?139536		± 57		?30721		± 47		?237267		± 1731		?466.96		± 4.73		??0.617787		± 0.046746		??13.53		914		± 69		0.06		ü

		NAF4642		10.3		?163519		± 61		?28004		± 42		?290477		± 2114		?571.25		± 5.59		??0.573047		± 0.060613		??9.74		848		± 90		0.04		ü

		NAF4645		11.9		?166113		± 65		?24352		± 37		?324256		± 2363		?605.01		± 5.93		??0.461072		± 0.074026		??6.70		682		± 110		0.03

		NAF4648		13.9		?164158		± 65		?19358		± 32		?319506		± 2358		?610.69		± 5.91		??0.370964		± 0.092916		??4.32		549		± 137		0.03

		NAF4651		16		?109989		± 52		?13066		± 24		?246399		± 1831		?418.53		± 4.27		0.350637		± 0.099784		??4.11		519		± 148		0.02

																										weighted mean age (9 of 12):		893		± 18



		Sample: 		16AF-1				J-value:		?0.0008085		± 0.0000014		(2σ)

		Material: 		groundmass

				Laser 		40Ar		± 2σ40		39Ar		±2σ39		37Ar		± 2σ37		36Ar		± 2σ36														Included in 

		File		Power (%)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		(cps)		40Ar*/39ArK		± 2σ		%40Ar*		Age (ka)		± 2σ (ka)		K/Ca		wtd. mean

		NAF6917		3.5		?80844		± 40		?46694		± 70		?92603		± 885		?197.94		± 2.74		??0.622942		± 0.017720		??35.93		922		± 26		0.18		ü

		NAF6920		4.9		?146230		± 55		?77364		± 113		?239608		± 2172		?393.68		± 4.04		0.616706		± 0.015960		??32.56		912		± 24		0.15		ü

		NAF6923		6.3		?134138		± 58		?65023		± 96		?286551		± 2599		?393.13		± 3.97		??0.607803		± 0.018749		??29.37		899		± 28		0.12		ü

		NAF6926		7.7		?106474		± 43		?43088		± 66		?254310		± 2315		?336.01		± 3.80		??0.611806		± 0.026913		??24.66		905		± 40		0.10		ü

		NAF6929		9		?111642		± 48		?28384		± 44		?217579		± 1993		?374.65		± 4.02		??0.601619		± 0.043109		??15.21		890		± 64		0.09		ü

		NAF6932		10.3		?121259		± 46		?20260		± 33		?220900		± 2031		?434.13		± 4.50		??0.453218		± 0.067521		??7.52		671		± 100		0.08

		NAF6935		11.6		?128849		± 55		?16225		± 27		?259088		± 2383		?478.10		± 4.93		??0.411140		± 0.092684		??5.12		608		± 137		0.07

		NAF6938		13		?89770		± 44		?10788		± 20		?203919		± 1915		?347.48		± 3.57		??0.202372		± 0.101423		??2.40		299		± 150		0.06

		NAF6941		15		?78457		± 42		?8862		± 18		?186740		± 1769		?302.32		± 3.45		??0.339848		± 0.119310		??3.78		503		± 177		0.04

		NAF6944		19		?88098		± 49		?9556		± 19		?249529		± 2320		?349.30		± 4.11		??0.378202		± 0.131735		??4.03		560		± 195		0.03

		NAF6947		25		?42017		± 30		?5233		± 13		?161848		± 1576		?179.24		± 2.65		??0.255137		± 0.155143		??3.11		378		± 230		0.03

																										weighted mean age (5 of 11):		910		± 14

		The values in this table have been corrected for instrument background, source mass bias, detector efficiency, and decay of 37Ar and 39Ar



		Instrument:				Noblesse 5-collector mass spectrometer

		Standard:				Alder Creek rhyolite sanidine

		Standard age (Ma):				1.1864		± 0.0012		Rivera et al. (2013); Jicha et al. (2016)



		Atmospheric argon ratios 

		40Ar/36Ar		298.56		± 0.31		Lee et al. (2006)

		38Ar/36Ar		0.1885		± 0.0003		Lee et al. (2006)



		Interfering isotope production ratios

		(40Ar/39Ar)K		0.00054		± 0.00014		Jicha & Brown (2014)

		(38Ar/39Ar)K		0.01210		± 0.00002		Jicha & Brown (2014)

		(39Ar/37Ar)Ca		0.000695		± 0.00001		Renne et al. (2013)

		(38Ar/37Ar)Ca		0.0000196		± 0.000001		Renne et al. (2013)

		(36Ar/37Ar)Ca		0.000265		± 0.00002		Renne et al. (2013)



		Decay constants 

		l40Ar		(0.580 ± 0.014) x 10-10 a-1				Min et al. (2000)

		lB-		(4.884 ± 0.099) x 10-10 a-1				Min et al. (2000)

		39Ar		(2.58 ± 0.03) x 10-3 a-1				Stoenner et al. (1965)

		37Ar		(8.23 ± 0.042) x 10-4 h-1				Stoenner et al. (1965)

		36Cl 		(2.303 ± 0.046) x 10-6 a-1







XRF results

		Major elements (wt. %)		17AF-2		17AF-3

		 SiO2  		48.17		47.41

		 TiO2  		2.95		2.94

		 Al2O3 		15.09		14.53

		 FeO*		13.21		13.17

		 MnO   		0.20		0.20

		 MgO   		6.63		5.78

		 CaO   		9.72		8.95

		 Na2O  		2.57		2.23

		 K2O   		0.70		0.61

		 P2O5  		0.55		0.53

		 Sum		99.81		96.40

		LOI %		0.00		2.61

		Trace elements (ppm)

		 Ni		81		71.9

		 Cr		207		189.5

		 Sc		32		31

		 V		291		266

		 Ba		435		447

		 Rb		12		12

		 Sr		313		314

		 Zr		256		259

		 Y		36		38

		 Nb		25		25

		 Ga		20		20

		 Cu		49		51

		 Zn		131		132

		 Pb		7		5

		 La		30		30

		 Ce		70		65

		 Th		3		1

		 Nd		34		36

		 U		2		3





ICPMS results

		Sample ID		La ppm		Ce ppm		Pr ppm		Nd ppm		Sm ppm		Eu ppm		Gd ppm		Tb ppm		Dy ppm		Ho ppm		Er ppm		Tm ppm		Yb ppm		Lu ppm		Ba ppm		Th ppm		Nb ppm		Y ppm		Hf ppm		Ta ppm		U ppm		Pb ppm		Rb ppm		Cs ppm		Sr ppm		Sc ppm		Zr ppm

		TRI 17AF-2		29.10		62.25		8.22		34.62		8.20		2.88		8.36		1.35		7.84		1.54		3.99		0.55		3.29		0.52		428		1.47		24.94		38.39		5.89		1.58		0.39		4.78		10.2		0.17		325		31.5		266

		TRI 17AF-3		29.14		62.39		8.21		34.76		8.30		2.85		8.41		1.33		7.92		1.54		4.05		0.56		3.31		0.52		433		1.51		25.00		38.65		5.95		1.56		0.38		4.98		10.6		0.18		323		31.4		267





Zijderveld plots

		Representative stereonet and Zijderveld plots for each of the eleven paleomagnetic analyses of the Basalt of Antelope Flat. All Zijderveld diagrams depict the demagnetization of natural remanent magnetization (NRM), following 13-15 alternating field demagnetization treatment steps. Open (closed) circles represent inclination (declination).











Lake filling

						m		km

				Elevation sample		1707		1.707

				Valley floor		1607		1.607

				Delta elevation		100		0.10



						sq km

				Area of Swan Lake		145



						km3

				Volume of Swan Lake		14.5





						m3/s		km3/s

				Discharge (annual) Moran, WY		40.50		4.1E-08



						sec		hours		days		weeks		months		years

				Time to fill (annual)		3.58E+08		99,439		4,143.31		591.90		147.98		12.33



						m3/s		km3/s

				Discharge (annual) Flagg Ranch, WY		24.76		2.5E-08



						sec		hours		days		weeks		months		years

				Time to fill (annual)		5.86E+08		162,653		6,777.20		968.17		242.04		20.17









				Filling Conant Valley canyon		m		km

				Elevation sample		1707		1.707

				Elevation bottom of canyon		1585		1.58

				Delta elevation		122		0.12

						sq km

				Area of Conant Valley cyn		10.4



						km3

				Volume		1.3



						m3/s		km3/s

				Discharge (annual) Moran, WY		40.50		4.1E-08



						sec		hours		days		weeks		months		years

				Time to fill (annual)		3.13E+07		8,704		362.67		51.81		12.95		1.08

				https://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/monthly?site_no=13011000&amp;por_13011000_45164=1152892,00060,45164,1903-10,2019-12&amp;format=html_table&amp;date_format=YYYY-MM-DD&amp;rdb_compression=file&amp;submitted_form=parameter_selection_list

				1903-2019 Moran, WY		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Jan		Feb		Mar

				Mean of monthly Discharge (ft3/s)		762		1,570		3,460		3,760		3,350		2,050		382		308		341		324		377		481

				Convert to m3/s		21.58		44.46		97.98		106.47		94.86		58.05		10.82		8.72		9.66		9.17		10.68		13.62

				0.0283168

				m3/s		70.57		average for these months										10.44		average for these months

						40.50		average annual

				Teton County, Wyoming

				Hydrologic Unit Code 17040101

				Latitude  43°51'31", Longitude 110°35'09" NAD27

				Drainage area 807  square miles

				Contributing drainage area 807  square miles

				Gage datum 6,727.84 feet above NGVD29



				https://nwis.waterdata.usgs.gov/nwis/monthly/?referred_module=sw&amp;site_no=13010065&amp;por_13010065_45154=1152882,00060,45154,1983-10,2021-11&amp;format=html_table&amp;date_format=YYYY-MM-DD&amp;rdb_compression=file&amp;submitted_form=parameter_selection_list

				1983-2021 Flagg Ranch, WY		Apr		May		Jun		Jul		Aug		Sep		Oct		Nov		Dec		Jan		Feb		Mar

				Mean of monthly Discharge (ft3/s)		724		3,060		3,030		866		399		329		346		353		346		346		340		355

				Convert to m3/s		20.50		86.65		85.80		24.52		11.30		9.32		9.80		10.00		9.80		9.80		9.63		10.05

				m3/s		39.68		average for these months										9.84		average for these months

						24.76		average annual

				Teton County, Wyoming

				Hydrologic Unit Code 17040101

				Latitude  44°05'56", Longitude 110°40'03" NAD83

				Drainage area 486  square miles

				Contributing drainage area 486  square miles

				Gage datum 6,801.61 feet above NGVD29
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